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PROVISIONAL AGENDA

1. Opening of the session by the Chairperson of the IPDC Intergovernmental Council
2. Adoption of the Agenda and organization of the work of the session
3. Election of the Chairperson of the Intergovernmental Council
4. Introductory speech by the new Chairperson
5. Election of the Bureau Members
6. ADG CI Report on IPDC activities since the 27th session
8. Award ceremony of UNESCO-IPDC Prize for Rural Communication
9. Presentation of the Thematic Debate: “Gender and Media: Getting the Balance Right”, including the presentation of the “Gender-Sensitive Indicators for Media”
10. Presentation of IPDC project evaluations
11. Discussion: “Expanding the Role of IPDC”:
   11.1. New research and reports which promote dialogue between Member States
   11.2. Preparation of the Thematic Debate of the next IPDC Council session
   11.3. Redefining the UNESCO-IPDC Prize for Rural Communication
12. Presentation of the IPDC Database
13. Closure of the session